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The paper analyzes magnetic field induced alignment–orientation conversion~AOC! phenomenon
caused by simultaneous effect of quadratic terms in Zeeman energy shift and magnetic
predissociation~PD!, producing asymmetry either in energy splittingvMM61Þv2M712M or in
relaxation of coherenceGMM61ÞG2M712M between coherently excitedM , M61 magnetic
sublevels. The AOC is registered via the appearance of circular polarization (C) of fluorescence
under linearly polarized excitation. The unified perturbation treatment of a molecule in external
magnetic fieldB is presented, accounting for magnetic and intramolecular perturbations via
interaction with bonded or continuum states, considering Hund’s~c!-case coupling and dividing the
intramolecular perturbation operator into homogeneous~DV50! and heterogeneous~DV561!
parts. Explicit expressions up toB2 terms are given for energy shift and PD rate, adapted to 1u state
in conditions relevant to theB 3Su

2 complex of Te2 molecule. Numeric simulation revealed that
nonlinear magnetic energy shift and heterogeneous magnetic PD produce dispersion type
fluorescence circularity signalsC(B) of different sign. Fitting of experimental data onB1u

2,
v(J)52~96! state of 130Te2 molecule allowed to determine the electronic matrix element of
paramagnetic Hamiltonian~V50uĤpmuV51![G652.7, as well as the naturalCv

het 5 66 s21/2 and

themagneticav
het5 79 3 103 s21/2 T21 rate constants of heterogeneous PD, supposing that theB1u

2

state PD takes place through 0u
2 state continuum. As a result, magnetic AOC represents a sensitive

method to investigate molecular structure and intramolecular interaction between both bonded and
continuum states. Additionally, it has been shown that the magnetic PD effect leads to strong
amplification of nonzero field level crossing signals caused byB2 terms in Zeeman energy shift.
© 1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~96!01325-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

The anisotropic spatial distribution of angular momenta
in the ensemble of atoms or molecules is characterized in
terms of alignment and orientation. One speaks ofalignment
when the distribution is symmetrical with respect to the re-
flection in the plane which is perpendicular to a certain sym-
metry axis, and oforientation if such symmetry is absent,
thus bringing into existence a preferable direction along the
symmetry axis. For clarity reason one may imagine that
alignment behaves like a double-headed arrow~⇔! whereas
orientation behaves like a single-headed one~⇒!. In particu-
lar, excitation with linear polarized light creates alignment
only, andÊ-vector defines the axis of cylindrical symmetry.
It has been interest for a long time, starting from Refs. 1–3,
to study the perturbing factors, which are able to break the
reflection symmetry and thus to cause alignment–orientation
conversion~AOC!. The more recent publications, dealing
with different versions of AOC in atoms and molecules, can
be found as references given in Ref. 4, to which, for com-
pleteness sake, we would like to add the works of Refs.
5–12. The case of AOC in diatomic molecules was investi-
gated in Refs. 4, 8–13. It is easy to understand the main
reasons for AOC if one remembers that the ensemble density
matrix elementf MM8 which is obtained as a solution of the

stationary density matrix equation of motion and which de-
scribes the coherence between sublevels with magnetic quan-
tum numbersM andM 8 in the state with definite angular
momentumJ value, contains a factor (GMM81 ivMM8)

21,
namely

f MM8}
1

GMM81 ivMM8
, ~1!

where

vMM85
EM2EM8

\
~2!

is the splitting between Zeeman sublevelsM ,M 8 with ener-
giesEM ,EM8, while

GMM85
GM1GM8

2
~3!

is the rate of relaxation of coherence betweenM ,M 8 sublev-
els,GM andGM8 being relaxation rate constants of respective
states. It can be seen from the form of Eq.~1! that, generally
speaking, at broad spectral line excitation there are two basic
reasons for the appearance of AOC in the excited state an-
gular momenta ensemble. Indeed, as it follows from the
analysis presented in Ref. 12, one must have such a pertur-
bation which leads to the asymmetry, with respect to the
M ,M 8, either in energy splittings
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vMM61Þv2M712M , ~4!

or in M -dependent coherence relaxation rate constants

GMM61ÞG2M712M . ~5!

In a number of our previous publications4,11–13the AOC
effect in diatomic molecules was treated theoretically and
demonstrated experimentally in the case when it has been
caused by nonlinear, in particular quadratic Zeeman energy
EM dependence on external static magnetic~B! or electric
~E! field strength, as well as on magnetic quantum numbers
M , thus entailing the condition~4!. Sufficiently pronounced
AOC signal was registered11 in B1u

2 component of the Te2
B 3Su

2 state complex as the appearance of the degree of
fluorescence circularityC(B) up to 0.05, under linearly po-
larizedX1g

2→B1u
2 excitation in the presence of static mag-

netic field up toB50.4 T. The effect has been described as a
result of the asymmetric splitting of Zeeman sublevels, see
Eq. ~4!, due to the presence of quadratic Zeeman effect en-
ergy shift term. We found it to be a nice example of the
magnetic field assistedDJ561 mixing of states with differ-
ent electronic parity, ore; f mixing, not only between
V-doubling componentsB1u

2;B1u
1 of the electronicB 3Su

2

state, but rather that of theB1u
2;B0u

1 close together situ-
ated components interaction. It is important to stress that
both interactions are forbidden in the absence of the external
magnetic field. Such a heavy diatomic molecule, without hy-
perfine structure, as Te2, possessing well enough investi-
gated energy levels and dynamic parameters~molecular con-
stants, intramolecular interaction parameters, lifetimes,
Landé factors, etc.!, see Refs. 14 and 15 and references
therein, can be considered as one of the ‘‘test’’ objects in
molecular spectroscopy, along with such diatomics as Na2,
I2, and others. At the same time, whilst the general behavior
of AOC in Te2 (B1u

2) was well enough described by the
treatment developed in Ref. 11, there remained the unex-
plained additional structure of the experimentally registered
signal. To explain such a structure, it needs to be ascertained
if there is some influence of another fundamental reason for
AOC, namely of the asymmetric overM , M61, in the sense
of condition ~5!, relaxation ratesGMM8. Indeed, as it was
demonstrated in Refs. 8 and 9 on the iodine molecule I2 in
theB 3P0

u
1 state, fluorescence circularity may appear owing

to magnetic field effectedM -selective predissociation~PD!.
The authors of Refs. 8 and 9 have presented the detailed PD
theory,10 accounting for rotational, magnetic, and hyperfine
PD, but they neglected the possible influence of Zeeman ef-
fect induced energy shifts in signal description. As it be-
comes clear even from the first glance at the dense electronic
term scheme of Te2 molecule,

15,16 it is highly probable that
such AOC mechanism as the magnetic PD effect, causing the
fulfillment of condition ~5!, has to be taken into account,
along with quadratic Zeeman effect terms in energy shift,
causing the fulfillment of condition~4!.

The main purpose of the present article is to develop an
extended treatment of AOC by accounting simultaneously
both for quadratic terms in Zeeman effect induced energy
shift as well as for magnetic field induced PD. The consid-

eration presented supplies more satisfactory interpretation of
experimental results of Ref. 11 on Te2 B1u

2 state and dem-
onstrates the possibility to determine separately the elec-
tronic mixing parameters, to distinguish between homoge-
neous and heterogeneous PD types and to determine the
parameters of very weak natural and magnetic PD.

The paper has a following structure. In Sec. II we will
remind briefly the analytical expressions for density matrix
elements and fluorescence intensity with a definite, in par-
ticular circular polarization, dependent on magnetic field af-
fectedvMM8 and GMM8. In Sec. III a general approach is
developed to describe a diatomic molecule in external mag-
netic field, including both magnetic energy shifts and mag-
netic PD. A quick description of Te2 excited electronic
states, which are involved in the processes under discussion,
is given in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we will pass to the simulations
of expected signals in conditions typical for theB 3Su

2 state
of Te2 molecule, including fluorescence circularity under lin-
ear polarized excitation, as well as to the fitting of experi-
mentally obtained data, ending with a summarizing discus-
sion in Sec. VI.

II. FLUORESCENCE INTENSITY

We will discuss the manifestation of AOC in fluores-
cence signal as the appearance of circular polarization under
linear polarized broad spectral line excitation. The detailed
treatment is given elsewhere4,12 and we will stress hereafter
the main points only. Let us assume that the weak linearly
polarized cw broad spectral light had prepared excited~J8!
state density matrixf MM8.

12,17The explicit form of intensity
expressionI f for light emitted at aJ8→J19 transition is

I f~Êf!5
Ku~J19iDiJ8!u2

2J811 (
mMM8q1q2

f MM8~21!q11q2

3~Ef
2q1!* ~Ef

2q2!CJ
19m1q1

J8M CJ
19m1q2

J8M8 , ~6!

whereEf
qi, qi50,61 are cyclic components of unit fluores-

cence polarization vectorÊf , CJ
19m1q1

J8M are Clebsch–Gordan

coefficients,M , M 8, andm are respective excited~J8! and
ground (J19) state magnetic quantum numbers, (J19iDiJ8)
denotes reduced matrix element for electric dipole transition,
K is proportionality factor. The excited state orientation is
certified through circularity of fluorescence,

C5
I r2I l
I r1I l

, ~7!

I r ,l being right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized
light intensities. The excited state density matrix elements
f MM8 are formed inuJ9m&→uJ8M & absorption and can be
found as stationary solution of the equation of motion12 as
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f MM85
G̃pu~J8iDiJ9!u2

2J811

1

GMM81 ivMM8

3 (
mq1q2

~Eq1!* ~Eq2!CJ9m1q1

J8M CJ9m1q2

J8M8 , ~8!

where the factorG̃pu(J8iDiJ9)u2/(2J811) is the dynamic
part of absorption probability,Eqi are cyclic components of
exciting light vectorÊ. Let us assume that the exciting light
linear polarization vectorE~q,w! is directed at anglesq,w
with respect to the quantization axisziB, while fluorescence
is observed alongy axis. These conditions make it possible
to find exciting light and fluorescence light vector cyclic
componentsEqi and Ef

qi by means of WignerD matrices,
thus allowing to write explicitly the expressions forI r2I l
and I r1I l ~Refs. 4 and 12! entering Eq.~7!. The final ex-
pression for the differenceI r2I l which describes the appear-
ance of orientation can be written as

I r2I l}Gp

sin 2q

2 (
M

GMM11 sin w1vMM11 cosw

GMM11
2 1vMM11

2

3~CJ9M11121
J8M CJ9M1110

J8M11
2CJ9M10

J8M CJ9M11
J8M11

!

3~CJ
19M10
J8M CJ

19M11
J8M11

1CJ
19M11121
J8M CJ

19M1110
J8M11

!. ~9!

Expression forI r1I l takes the form:

I r1I l}(
M

H Gp

GMM
H sin2 q

2
@~CJ9M2111

J8M !21~CJ9M11121
J8M !2#

1cos2 q~CJ9M10
J8M !2J F12 ~CJ

19M2111
J8M !21~CJ

19M10
J8M !2

1
1

2
~CJ

19M11121
J8M !2G

1Gp

sin2 q

2

GM21M11 cos 2w2vM21M11 sin 2w

GM21M11
2 1vM21M11

2

3CJ9M121
J8M21 CJ9M11

J8M11CJ
19M121
J8M21

CJ
19M11
J8M11J . ~10!

Consequently, as it follows clearly from Eqs.~9! and
~10!, in order to analyze the appearance of magnetic field
induced orientation, one has to calculate:

~i! the magnetic field induced energy splittingvMM8 val-
ues, which are defined by the magnetic sublevel en-
ergy setEM(B), see Eq.~2!;

~ii ! the magnetic field affected coherence relaxation con-
stant valuesGMM8 betweenM ,M 8 sublevels, which
are defined by the magnetic field-dependent relaxation
constant setGM(B), see Eq.~3!.

For this purpose we will further consider the Zeeman
effect induced energy shifts to account for~i!, as well as the
magnetic predissociation to account for~ii !.

III. LINEAR AND QUADRATIC TERMS IN ZEEMAN
SHIFT AND MAGNETIC PREDISSOCIATION

The HamiltonianĤ of a molecule in external stationary
homogeneous magnetic fieldB can be presented in a simpli-
fied form as18

Ĥ5Ĥ01V̂1Ĥpm1Ĥdm , ~11!

where Ĥ01V̂ is the Hamiltonian of an isolated molecule
without external field,Ĥ0 is the Hamiltonian zero approxi-
mation, V̂ is the perturbation operator of intramolecular in-
teractions,

Ĥpm52mBB~glJa1~gs2gl !S! ~12!

is the so-called paramagnetic term,mB is Bohr magneton,gl
andgs are orbital and spin electronicg factors, respectively
~gl521 andgs522!, Ja5L1S is the total electronic angu-
lar momentum

Ĥdm5Kdm(
i

@B3r i#
2 ~13!

is the so-called diamagnetic term,i denoting summation over
all electrons,Kdm5e2/8mec

25mB
2me/2\2.2.231024mB

2 ~in
atomic units!. In Eqs. ~11!–~13! we have neglected the
nuclear spins and the relativistic effects leading to quan-
tumelectrodynamical correction togl andgs values.

We will further consider thatV̂, Ĥpm, andĤdm are small
in comparison withĤ0, which allows one to use first- and
second-order nondegenerative perturbation theory to de-
scribe the Zeeman effect induced energy shifts as well as the
intramolecular interaction effects. We will use Fermi–
Wentzel golden rule do describe natural and magnetic PD.19

In further consideration we will account for magnetic field
and intramolecular perturbation influence on the eigenfunc-
tions, but neglect the level shifts caused by PD. Then, since
we are interested mainly invMM8 andGMM8 dependencies on
magnetic quantum numbersM and magnetic field strength
B, and restricting our consideration up to terms containing
B2, we have to pass from Eqs.~11!–~13! to the following
expressions for level energyEM and predissociation rateGM :

EM
FJ5Enat

FJ1^FpJMuĤpmuFpJM&

1 (
Fp8J8

u^FpJMuĤpmuFp8J8M &u2

EM
FpJ2E

M

Fp8J8

1^FpJMuĤdmuFpJM&, ~14!

GM
FJ5Gnat

FJ1
2p

\ F (
F8J8

U^FJMuĤpmuF8J8M &U2
12(

F8
^FJMuV̂uF8JM&^FJMuĤpm

1ĤdmuF8JM&G , ~15!

whereEnat
FJ andGnat

FJ are respective energy shift and predis-
sociation rate values for a certain rovibrational level in ab-
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sence of external field,uFJM& are eigenfunctions of theĤ0

Hamiltonian, whileEM
FpJ and uFpJ8M & are eigenvalues and

eigenfunctions of theĤ01V̂ Hamiltonian. For the reason
which will be clear from the following discussion, the dia-
magnetic perturbation has been taken into account only to
the first order perturbation theory in Eq.~14!. Functions
uFp8J8M & or uF8JM& may correspond either to bonded@Eq.
~14!# or to continuum@Eq. ~15!# states, with which intramo-
lecular interaction is taking place. It is supposed that
uF8JM& in Eq. ~15! are the energy-normalized continuum
wave functions. Summands containingĤpm in Eq. ~14! are
the first- and second-order perturbation terms, respectively,
the second-order term being the so-called ‘‘high-frequency
term’’ according to Van Vleck.20 Now we can write the
eigenfunctionsuFp

(B)JM& which are perturbed by magnetic
field

uFp
~B!JM&5uFpJM&

1 (
Fp8J8

^FpJMuĤpmuFp8J8M &

EM
FpJ2E

M

Fp8J8
uFp8J8M &,

~16!

where the symboluFpJM& denotes state wave function in
the absence of magnetic field, but with accounting for in-
tramolecular perturbations, namely

uFpJM&5uFJM&1(
F8

^FJMuV̂uF8JM&

EJ
F2EJ

F8
uF8JM&.

~17!

Matrix elements of theĤ01V̂ operator are independent of
magnetic quantum numberM , whereasĤpm andĤdm depen-
dence onM is given by Wigner–Eckart theorem in labora-
tory coordinates21,22

^J8M 8u f̂ 0
~k!uJM&5~21!J82M8S J8 kJ

2M 8 0M D
3^J8i f̂ ~k!iJ&, ~18!

where f̂ 0
(k) denotes operator spherical tensorial components

of rankk and projectionq50, ^J8i f (k)iJ& are reduced matrix

elements, (2M8
J8

0M
kJ ) are 3j symbols used here because of

their higher symmetry instead of Clebsch–Gordan coeffi-
cients. Let us remind that the spherical functionsYk0 of rank
k50,1,2, being a particular type of the spherical tensor, have
the following dependence on the spherical angleq8:
Y005const,Y10}cosq8 andY20}~3 cos2 q821!. As follows
from Eq. ~12!, Ĥpm is defined as the scalar product of two

vectors, thusĤpm contains cosq8 and corresponds to the first

rank ~k51! tensor. At the same time,Ĥdm contains sin2 q8,
see Eq.~13!, and thus corresponds to zero~k50! and second
~k52! rank tensors. Hence, the respective selection rules

over J are:DJ50,61 for Ĥpm andDJ50,61,62 for Ĥdm.
Remember that, for the case of intramolecular interaction,
the selection rule overJ is DJ50 only. Besides, the addi-

tional symmetry selection rules for both magnetic and in-
tramolecular interactions are%}* with respect to the full
parity and, additionally, s}a regarding symmetric/
antisymmetric states in the case of a homonuclear diatomic
molecule ~see Fig. 2!. In order such requirements to be
obeyed, only the 3j symbols withDJ5J82J50,61,62
and withM 85M have to be considered. The explicit expres-
sions for 3j symbols are given in Table I. In particular, as
follows from the table, the diagonal terms of Hamiltonian

Ĥpm
(1) are linear overM . The diagonal (J85J) Hamiltonian

matrix elements areM independent forĤdm
(0) , while for

Ĥdm
(2) they contain the factor [3M22J(J11)]. The squared

nondiagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements~J2J8561! con-
tain the factor (J11)22M2 for Ĥpm

(1) . These considerations
allow one to obtain from Eqs.~14!–~15! the general depen-
dence ofEM andGM onM andB in closed form as

EM5a1bMB1~c1dM2!B2, ~19!

GM5a81b8MB1~c81d8M2!B2, ~20!

where parametersa,b,c,d the anda8,b8,c8,d8 are indepen-
dent ofM andB, being dependent on other quantum num-
bers characterizing isolated molecules in the absence of ex-
ternal field. From Eqs.~19!–~20! one may judge immediately
that the conditions described by Eqs.~4!–~5! are fulfilled.

Further, sinceV̂ and Ĥpm are composed from angular
momentaJ, L , andS, the evaluation ofa2d and a82d8
parameters in Eqs.~19!–~20! will depend on the particular
type of the angular momenta coupling. We will consider here
the primitive Hund’s~c!-case coupling scheme,19 according
to which the full rovibrational Hamiltonian can be split into
parts in the following way. The zero-order HamiltonianĤ0,
see Eq.~11!, includes:

~i! electronic term Ĥel
0 (R,r i) which, however, contains

all relativistic effects caused by spin–orbit and spin–
spin interactions;

~ii ! vibrational term in form2~1/2m!~]2/]R2!, wherem is
reduced mass of the molecule,R is internuclear dis-
tance;

~iii ! rotational term in form B(R)J2, with eigenvalues
\2B(R)J(J11), whereB(R)51/(2mR2).

In doing so, we will also consider that for the eigen-
functions uCV~R,r i!& of Hamiltonian Ĥel

0 (R,r i), which are
obtained via solving the equationĤel

0 (R,r i)CV(R,r i)
5Eel

V(R)CV(R,r i), the relations ^CVu]CV8/]R&
[^CVu]2CV8/]R

2&[0 are fulfilled,V denotingJ projec-
tion on internuclear axis. Such a choice of electronic Hamil-
tonian corresponds to the so-called diabatic approximation.
Thus, in the coupling case under consideration, eachV com-
ponent of an~a!-case multiplet is regarded as a separate elec-
tronic state with its own potential curveEV(R), the different
curves, however, being allowed to intersect each other. Ac-
cording to the described representation of zero-order Hamil-
tonian Ĥ0, the perturbation operatorV̂, which enters Eq.
~11!, is equal to
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V̂5V̂el~R,r i!1B~R!Ja
222B~R!JJa[V̂hom1V̂het , ~21!

where V̂el~R,r i! is the part of full electronic Hamiltonian
which is not included intoĤel

0 (R,r i), while the remaining
terms appear from the rotational part of Hamiltonian due to
the fact that pure rotational momentumN is constructed from
J andJa asN5J2Ja . First and second terms in Eq.~21! do
not depend onJ explicitly and, consequently, the matrix el-
ements of these operators follow selection ruleDV50, thus
defining the homogeneous interactionV̂hom. The third term
in Eq. ~21! is linearly dependent onJ and, hence, obeys the
DV561 selection rule. As a result, according to selection
rules overV, the intramolecular perturbation operatorV̂ is
divided into respectivehomogeneousV̂hom ~DV50! andhet-
erogeneousV̂het ~DV561! parts.

The symmetrized basis eigenfunctionsuFJM& corre-
sponding to the coupling case under consideration are:

uFJM&5
uCV&

&

uvJ&@ uVJM&6u2VJM&], ~22!

and for the special caseV50:

uFJM&5uCV&uvJ&uVJM&. ~23!

The vibrational eigenfunctionuvJ& is obtained via solution of
the radial Schro¨dinger equation with corresponding effective
internuclear potentialUJ

V(R):

2
1

2m

d2uvJ&
dR2

1@UJ
V~R!2EvJ

V #uvJ&50, ~24!

whereUJ
V(R)5Eel

V(R)1J(J11)/2mR2 is an eigenvalue of
theĤel

0 (R,r i) 1 B(R)J2operator.
Then, rovibronic matrix elements of homogeneous

~DV50! and heterogeneous~DV51! intramolecular interac-
tion, see Eq.~21!, which correspond to the chosen basis@see
Eq. ~22!#, can be written as

^vJ
V8uV̂hom

VV8~R!uvJ
V&, ~25!

for V85V, and as

2K vJV8U hhet
VV8~R!

2mR2 UvJVL AJ~J11!2uVu~ uVu61! ~26!

for V85V61, where

hhet
VV8~R!5^V8uĴa6uV&. ~27!

To obtain Ĥpm and Ĥdm operators dependence onV and J
quantum numbers, we apply again Wigner–Eckart theorem,
now in molecule fixed frame, in order to evaluate the re-
duced matrix elements which enter Eq.~18!:

TABLE I. 3 j -symbols (M
J

l
k

M8
J8 ) 5 (2M8

J8
2 l
k

2M
J ).

S J0J

2M0M
D ~21!J2M

1

A2J11

S J1J

2M0M
D ~12 !J2MM

AJ~J11!~2J11!

S J1J

2M211M
D ~12 !J2MA~J2M !~J1M11!

~J11!~2J11!2J

S J1J11

2M0M
D ~21!J2M21A ~J11!22M2

~2J13!~J11!~2J11!

S J1J11

2M211M
D ~21!J2M21A ~J2M !~J2M11!

~2J13!~2J12!~2J11!

S J2J

2M0M
D ~21!J2M@3M22J~J11!#

A~2J13!~J11!~2J11!J~2J21!

S J2J

2M211M
D ~21!J2M~2M11!A 6~J1M11!~J2M !

~2J13!~2J12!~2J11!2J~2J21!

S J2J11

2M0M
D ~21!J2M11MA 3@~J11!22M2#

~J12!~2J13!~J11!~2J11!J

S J2J11

2M211M
D ~21!J2M112~J12M12!A ~J2M11!~J2M !

~2J14!~2J13!~2J12!~2J11!2J

S J2J12

2M0M
D ~21!J2MMA 6@~J12!22M2#@~J11!22M2#

~2J15!~2J14!~2J13!~2J12!~2J11!

S J2J12

2M211M
D 2~21!J2MA~J1M12!~J2M12!~J2M11!~J2M !

~2J15!~2J14!~2J13!~2J12!~2J11!
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^J8V8uu f̂ ~k!uuJV&;S J8 kJ
2V8 lV D ^V8u f̂ l

~k!uV&. ~28!

ConsideringĤpm
(1) with k51, l5DV50,61, and Ĥdm

(2) with
k52, l5DV50,61,62, we can get the following expres-
sions for corresponding electronic matrix elements
^V8u f̂ l

(k)uV&:

V85V: ^VuĤpm
~1! uV8&

5glVdVV81~gs2gl !^VuŜzuV8&[Gz~R!, ~29!

V85V61: ^VuĤpm
~1! uV8&

5gl^VuĴa6uV8&1~gs2gl !^VuŜ6uV8&[G6~R!, ~30!

V85V:H^VuĤdm
~0! uV8&5

2

3 K VU(
i
r i
2UV8L [h00~R!,

^VuĤdm
~2! uV8&5K VU(

i
S r i232zi

2D UV8L [h20~R!,

~31!

V85V61: ^VuĤdm
~2! uV8&

5K VU(
i

~xi6 iy i !ziUV8L [h21~R!, ~32!

V85V62: ^VuĤdm
~2!uV8&

5K VU(
i

~xi6 iy i !
2UV8L [h22~R!, ~33!

wherer i5$xi ,yi ,zi%. Using Eqs.~24!–~30! we arrive at fol-
lowing conclusions, which are important for our further dis-
cussion:

~1! Homogeneous intramolecular perturbations~DV50! are
independent ofJ whereas the heterogeneous ones in-
crease withJ approximately as [J(J11)]1/2, see Eqs.
~25!, ~26!;

~2! Homogeneous~DV50! magnetic interaction, caused by
Ĥpm operator, decreases withJ as [J(J11)]21, whereas
the heterogeneous ones decrease as [J(J11)]21/2;

~3! Homogeneous mixing, caused byĤpm operator, appears
only due to^VuŜzuV8& term, which is small at least for
small internuclear distances since at pure Hund’s~a!-
case coupling, whenŜz is a good quantum number, this
mixing is absent at all forV5V8 belonging to the dif-
ferent electronic states;

~4! Electronic matrix elementh(R) of the heterogeneous in-
teraction, see Eq.~27!, is a part of electronic matrix el-
ement of the paramagnetic termG6(R), see Eq.~30!.

Proceeding from conclusions~1!–~3!, one can expect
that, for largeJ values, the heterogeneous interaction, both

intramolecular and magnetic, will be more pronounced than
the homogeneous one. To simplify our further treatment, we
will assume that:

~i! all electronic matrix elements, corresponding toV̂,
Ĥpm, and Ĥdm operators, are independent of internu-
clear distanceR;

~ii ! vibrational wavefunctions belonging to the same vi-
bronic state are coinciding for adjacentJ values,
namely

uvi
J11&>uvi

J&>uvi
J21&. ~34!

In particular, the above assumptions~i! and ~ii ! lead to
the following relation:̂ v i uĜz(R)uv j& 5 Gzdv iv j , wherev i ,v j
belong to the same electronic state.

IV. TE2 TERM PATTERN

Before passing to signal simulation, it is necessary to
concentrate briefly onto main features of electronic structure
of the molecule under investigation~the even Te2 isotope
will be beard in mind!. The detailed inspection ofB 3Su

2

terms of Te2 molecule is presented in our recent paper,
15 see

also references therein. We will further keep ourselves to the
term structure as proposed in Ref. 15, that is supposing that
the closely located bondedB0u

1 andB1u
6 states, see Fig. 1,

belong basically to theB 3Su
2 state complex. It is necessary

to consider the interaction ofB1u
1;B0u

1 states caused by

electron-rotation interaction. The matrix elementhhet
VV8 @see

Eq. ~27!# of such heterogeneous interaction was determined
as h>1.35 from unified self-consistent treatment of ener-
getic, magnetic and radiative measurement data.15

It is important to mention thatB1u
6 state PD in Te2

molecule was observed directly as a diminution of spontane-
ous lifetime withv growing forv i from 2 up to 8 andJ from
52 up to 181, see Table II. Note that all theseB1u

6 state

FIG. 1. The pattern of some Te2 electronic states involved into consider-
ation.
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levels are situated below the3P21
3P0,1 dissociation limit

~ca. 26 000 cm21!, which means that the state responsible for
PD must approach3P21

3P2 ground electronic state limit. It
has been supposed that PD of theB1u

6 state levels belongs to
the so-calledc2 classification type after Mulliken,23 emerg-
ing through a repulsive part of bonded 1u and/or 0u states,
see Fig. 1. This mechanism follows, in particular, from the
weakness of PD while speaking of thev52, J596 level of
1u

2 component of theB 3Su
2 state, which can be proved, in

particular, by the existing experimental lifetime data given in
Table II. The experiments were performed by laser-induced
fluorescence method, using~v954, J9595!X1g

2→~v852,
J8596!B1u

2 absorption of 514.5 Ar1-laser line.11,15 The
estimated15 value of spontaneous lifetimetsp is ca. 110–130
ns.

All possible electronic states approaching3P21
3P2 dis-

sociation limit in ~c!-Hund’s coupling case are:
0g

1(3),0u
2(2),1g(2),1u(2),2g(2),2u,3g,3u,4u .

24 Hence, due
to the DV50,61, u}g selection rules for intramolecular
interaction, only states 2u

2, 0u
2~2! or 1u

2~2! approaching
3P21

3P2 limit may be responsible for natural heterogeneous
or homogeneous very weakB1u

2 state PD. It is worth to
mention that, as distinct from the well investigatedB 3Su

2

complex, no one of the above discussed electronic states,
which could be responsible for natural PD of theB1u

2 state,
had been observed in spectroscopic measurements, and the
reliable information on molecular constants and potential
curves does not exist for them. The only existing
publication16 deals with relativisticab initio evaluation of
low lying electronic terms of Te2 molecule. Unfortunately,
the paper16 does not contain spin–orbit and spin–spin split-
ting parameters of3Su

1, 3Pu , and
3Du terms, theV compo-

nents under discussion are most likely originating from.
Therefore we were forced to perform crude estimations of
relative location of these components by using the semi-
empirical scheme described in Ref. 19, which is based on the
knowledge of leading electronic configuration of3Su

1, 3Pu ,
and 3Du states, as well as on the empirical spin–orbit con-
stants of separated atoms, which the above molecular terms
are converging to atR→`. This allowed us to conclude that
the electronic states responsible forB1u

2 state PD, which are
most preferable from energy consideration, are the 0u

2 com-
ponent originating from the3Pu state and the 1u

6 components

originating from3Su
1 or/and3Du states, see Fig. 1. We there-

fore will restrict ourselves with taking into account in PD
treatmentB1u

2;0u
2 andB1u

2;1u
6 interactions only. Since

0u
2 term originates from3Pu , while, 1u

6 term originates from
3Su

1 or 3Du , we are able to evaluate the order of magnitude
of Franck–Condon factors density~FCD! entering expres-
sions for PD rate, see Sec. V.

The symmetry of rovibronic levels of even isotope Te2
molecule can be understood from Fig. 2, whereJ is consid-
ered to be an even number. Symbols1 or 2, which corre-
spond toe or f notation respectively, stand for electronic
parity, while circled signs% or * refer to total parity. Since
nuclear spin is zero, all antisymmetric (a) levels disappear.

V. SIGNAL SIMULATION AND DATA PROCESSING

Now we are going to use the theory presented in Secs. II
and III in order to simulate fluorescence signals of different
polarization, see Eq.~6!, including the appearance of fluo-
rescence circularity, see Eq.~9!, for the conditions which are
relevant to Te2 moleculeB1u2→X1g

2 fluorescence~see Sec.
IV ! in external magnetic field.

A. Zeeman energy shift, or vMM8 contribution

Let us first adapt the theory developed in Sec. III to
describe the magnetic field dependence of fluorescence po-
larization and circularity caused by different-order terms in
Zeeman effect induced energy shiftEM , see Eq.~14!, as
appropriate for Te2 B1u

2 state. Applying Wigner–Eckart
theorem, first in laboratory coordinate system, see Eq.~18!,
and after that in molecular coordinate system, see Eq.~28!,
accounting for explicit 3j -symbols formulas~Table I! and
implementing vibrational and electronic parts of matrix ele-
ments defined by Eqs.~25!, ~26! and~29!–~33!, we arrive at
the following energyEM expressions for the linear paramag-
netic term~LPT! and for the high-frequency term~HFT!:

ELPT~M ,B!5^FpJMuĤpmuFpJM&52
mBBMGz

J~J11!
, ~35!

TABLE II. Experimentally measured~tsp
exp! and theoretically estimated~tsp

est!
spontaneous lifetimes ofv(J) levels of 1u

2 and 1u
1 components ofB 3Su

2

state of130Te2.

Term v J tsp
exp ~ns! tsp

est ~ns!

2 86 107 ~7! 109
2 96 117~11! 120

1u
2 4 52 49 ~4! 112

8 70 10 ~2! 121

4 111 66 ~5! 115
1u

1 5 131 45 ~6! 120
8 181 14 ~2! 133

FIG. 2. Symmetry of rovibronic states of Te2 molecule. The even tellurium
isotope and evenJ value are considered. Dashed lines denote the forbidden
states. Symbols1/2, or e/ f in different notation, refer to electronic parity,
symbols %/* refer to full parity, s/a refer to symmetric/antisymmetric
states.
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EHFT~M ,B!5 (
Fp8J8

u^FpJMuĤpmuFp8J8M &u2

EM
FJ2EM

F8J8
5

mB
2B2

2 H Gz
2

Bv
F ~J221!T~J,M !~11hG6JS0 /Gz!

2

J3

2
~~J11!221!T~J11,M !~12hG6~J11!S0 /Gz!

2

~J11!3
G1

G6
2

Bv
FJT~J11,M !

J11 SS12 2GzhS3
G6~J11!

D
1

~J11!T~J,M !

J SS21 2GzhS4
G6J

D G J 5EHFT
0 1EHFT

int , ~36!

whereEHFT
int contains the summands proportional toG6Gz ,

whereasEHFT
0 coincides with the previous treatment,11 which

was accomplished without accounting for wave function
mixing caused by intramolecular perturbation operatorhhet,
see Eq.~26!. TheT(J,M ) andSi have the following mean-
ing:

T~J,M !5
J22M2

4J221
, ~37!

S05(
v0
J

^v1
Juv0

J&^v0
JuB~R!uv1

J&

E1
vJ2E0

vJ , ~38!

S15(
v0
J

u^v1
Juv0

J11&u2

E1
vJ2E0

vJ11 , ~39!

S25(
v0
J

u^v1
Juv0

J21&u2

E1
vJ2E0

vJ21 , ~40!

S35(
v0
J

^v1
Juv0

J21&^v0
JuB~R!uv1

J&

~E1
vJ2E0

vJ21!~E0
vJ2E1

vJ!
, ~41!

S45(
v0
J

^v1
Juv0

J11&^v0
JuB~R!uv1

J&

~E1
vJ2E0

vJ11!~E0
vJ2E1

vJ!
, ~42!

andBv is rotational constant. The diamagnetic term~DMT!
takes the form:

EDMT~M2,B2!5^FpJMuĤdmuFpJM&

5KdmB
2H h001 J~J11!23M2

~2J21!~2J13!

3 Fh221h20S 12
3

J~J11! D G J . ~43!

Thus, the closed form of Zeeman energyEM , given by Eq.
~19!, in the case ofB1u

2 state with fixedv,J,M values can
be written as

E~B1u
2 ,v,J,M !5ELPT~M ,B!1EHFT~M

2,B2!

1EDMT~M2,B2!, ~44!

whereELPT is linear overM andB, whileEHFT andEDMT are
quadratic functions ofM andB, as defined by the expres-
sions~35!–~43!.

In order to determine thevMM8 values, which govern
fluorescence intensities, see Eqs.~9! and~10!, let us evaluate
the parameters necessary to calculate the energyEM . TheGz

defined by Eq.~29! is the only factor determining the linear
LPT term; its numerical value will be taken asGz521.86
according to the measurements in Refs. 15 and 25. In signal
simulation we will assumeG652.752h in consistence with
the previous data obtained in Refs. 11 and 15. The negative
Gz sign for a state withV51 means that we assume that the
magnetic momentmJ possesses the opposite direction with
respect toJ, the precession angular velocity being equal to

vJ52GzmBB/[J(J11)\]. Rotational constant valueBv52
1u

2

5 0.031 61 cm21 has been taken from Ref. 14. TheSi values
given by Eqs.~38!–~42! were calculated numerically using
vibrational wave functionsuvJ& obtained by solving Eq.~24!
with RKR potentials constructed by means of deperturbed
molecular constant sets given in Ref. 15 for 1u

6 and 0u
1 com-

ponents ofB 3Su
2 state of130Te2. The results~in 1/cm

21! for
the v(J) level 2~96! of the 1u

2 state have been obtained,
accounting for Eq. ~34!, as: S0527.231024,
S1521.931022, S2522.931022, S3523.1431025,
S4522.0531025. It can be seen fromSi values obtained
that the main contribution in the first brackets of Eq.~36! is
given by the part of interference term proportional to
G6GzS0 , namely

EHFT
int~S0!

5
2hG6GzS0

Bv
FJ221

J2
T~J,M !

1
~J211!221

~J11!2
T~J11,M !G , ~45!

which is comparable with the terms in the second brackets of
Eq. ~36!, containingS1 andS2.

Let us now try to evaluate the electronic parametersh00,
h20, andh22 of the DMT, see Eq.~43!, which are given by
Eqs. ~31!–~33!. In order to obtain crude evaluation of the
order of magnitude ofh00, we will assume that theB 3Su

2

complex in Te2 is of partially Rydberg nature. Then one can
estimate the h00 value ~in a.u.! as h005(n51

6 (n2/2)
[5n21123l ( l11)]. Taking into account that the atomic
configuration of Te atom is 5s25p4, while in the united atom
limit Te2 approaches the

104Ku configuration 6d27s2, we can
estimate the upper limit forh00 as being somewhere from 104

a.u. to 105 a.u. Further, we will assume that, for the Te2 case
considered, as well as for the overwhelming majority of di-
atomic molecules,26 the h20 and h22 values do not exceed
several a.u. Using these estimations of electronic parameters
h00, h20, andh22 and comparing expressions for LPT, HFT,
and DMT terms given by Eqs.~35!–~43!, it is easy to con-
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clude that one can neglect the DMT contribution in the Eq.
~44!. It is interesting to mention that for low-lying electronic
states of diatomic molecules the HFT and DMT values are,
as a rule, quite comparable with each other.26 The latter is
caused by the circumstance that, in spite of the fact that
diamagnetic constantKdm value in Eq.~13! is approximately
104 times smaller thanmB

2 value in Eq.~12!, the large enough

energy differenceEM
FJ 2 EM

F8Jmakes the HFT and DMT con-
tributions comparable with each other. As a contrary, in our
case ofB 3Su

2~Te2! complex we haveEM
uVu512EM

V50 equal
to ca. 13 cm21 only, which leads to
mB
2/(EM

uVu512EM
V50)@Kdm and well explains the smallness

of the diamagnetic term DMT with respect to HFT.
Let us start with the simulation of a signal appearing in

the experimental geometry, which is traditional for Hanle
effect manifestation as decrease of fluorescence linear polar-
ization P(B)5(I y2I x)/(I y1I x) under external magnetic
field effect, see Fig. 3. We assume thatGMM8 in Eqs.~9! and
~10! possesses a constant valueGMM8>G, being independent
of magnetic field, which means the absence of anisotropic
collisions~see discussion in Refs. 4 and 12! and of magnetic
PD. In particular, the valueG58.553106 s21 was used as
determined in Refs. 15 and 27. Curve 1 in the figure corre-
sponds to the ‘‘traditional’’ Hanle signal of Lorentz shape,
which appears in the case of linear Zeeman effect containing
LPT only, that is when allB2-dependent terms are neglected
in Eq. ~44!. Accounting for the HFT in the form given by Eq.
~36! produces the signal depicted by curve 2 in Fig. 3, which
demonstrates the slightly less steepness if compared with
curve 1. Additional maxima of very small amplitude can be
distinguished on curve 2 in highB region, that is when the
fluorescence is already almost completely depolarized by the
linear Zeeman effect. These maxima have apparently to be

connected with the crossings of magneticM sublevels with
uM2M 8u52 caused by nonlinear Zeeman effect.

We will now proceed to the appearance of the degree of
circularityC(B), see Eqs.~7!, ~9!, ~10!, caused byB2 terms
in EM , when the condition~4! for vMM8 is fulfilled. The
geometry of excitation and observation of fluorescence is
shown in Fig. 4 and is consistent withq545°, w590° in
Eqs.~9! and~10!. Curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 4 are calculated for
the sameEM(B) dependencies as discussed above in connec-
tion with Fig. 3. Curve 1 in Fig. 4 is strictly zero since linear
Zeeman effect is not able to cause AOC.4,12Curve 2 demon-
strates a pronounced AOC phenomenon caused by quadratic
Zeeman effect term HFT given by Eq.~36!. It is important to
stress that suchC(B) signal is an odd function ofB, having
zero derivative atB50. The last feature can be clearly seen
from the Fig. 5, curve 2, which is the same curve depicted in

FIG. 3. Calculated magnetic field dependenceP(B) of the degree of linear
polarization of fluorescence~the geometry is shown in the setting-in!.
1—ordinary Lorentz shape Hanle signal in case of linear Zeeman effect term
LPT, see Eq.~35!; 2—accounting for LPT and for nonlinear Zeeman term
HFT, see Eq.~36!; 3—accounting for LPT, HFT, homogeneous and hetero-
geneous magnetic PD; 4—accounting for LPT, heterogeneous and homoge-
neous magnetic PD; 5—accounting for LPT and heterogeneous magnetic
PD. The PD parameters used in calculations areCv

het5 26 s21/2, av
het5 104

s21/2 T21,Cv
hom5 103 s21/2andav

hom5 103 s21/2 T22.

FIG. 4. Calculated magnetic field dependenceC(B) of the degree of fluo-
rescence circular polarization, or AOC signal~the geometry is shown in the
setting-in!. Curves 1–5 are calculated accounting for the same effects as in
Fig. 3, respectively.

FIG. 5. Fitting of experimentally obtained AOC signal inC(B) at the same
geometry as in Fig. 4. Curves 1–3 are the same as in Fig. 4. Curve 28
ignores the interference termEHFT

int in quadratic Zeeman effect, see Eq.~36!,
while curve 38 differs from curve 3 by ignoring homogeneous PD. The
parameters obtained by fitting are:Cv

het5 26 s21/2,av
het5 9 3 103 s21/2 T21,

G652.7.
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enlarged scale. Curve 2 in Fig. 5 differs markedly from the
signal depicted by curve 28 in Fig. 5, which was calculated
without accounting forEHFT

int in Eq. ~36!, as it had taken place
in our previous treatment11 @unfortunately the sign ofGz in
formulas~3!, ~11! and~13! of Ref. 11 is inconsistent with the
definition ofGz following from Eqs.~1! and~4! of Ref. 11#.
The major difference between curves 2 and 28 in Fig. 5 en-
sures one of the important role of the interference termEHFT

int

appearing because ofB1u
1;B0u

1 wave function mixing by
electron–rotation perturbation operatorV̂, see Eq.~17!. Fig-
ure 5 contains also the experimental results~depicted by
black circles! taken from Ref. 11. And what is important, the
results of the more complete treatment, presented by curve 2,
is much farther from describing the experimental points.
Moreover, in any choice of fitting parameters~which would
lead into contradiction with independently obtained results of
Ref. 15!, the calculation based on quadratic Zeeman energy
shift terms, or onvMM8 contribution only, are not able to
reproduce the additional extrema of experimentalC(B) val-
ues nearB560.1 T, see Fig. 5.

B. Magnetic PD effect, or GMM8 contribution

Let us now account forGMM8 dependence on magnetic
field caused by magnetic field induced PD. We will consider
the cases of homogeneous and heterogeneous PD separately,
accounting for 1u

2;1u
6 and 1u

2;0u
2 interactions respec-

tively, according to the discussion in Sec. IV. Then, adapting
again the theory developed in Sec. III, we are able to obtain
the explicit formulas for the matrix elements which describe
1u

2;1u
6 and 1u

2;0u
2 magnetic PD inGM expression~15!. In

doing so, for homogeneous PD 1u
2;1u

6, one can obtain, by
applying Eqs.~18!, ~29! and Table I, the following expres-
sions forĤpm operator matrix elements withV5V8:

^VJMuĤpmuVJM&52
mBBMGz

J~J11!
, ~46!

u^VJMuĤpmuVJ21M &u25mB
2B2Gz

2 J
221

J2
T~J,M !,

~47!

whereT(J,M ) is given by Eq.~37!. Analogously, for het-
erogeneous PD 1u

2;0u
2, the Ĥpm operator matrix elements

with V85V61 can be found, by accounting for Eq.~30!, as

^VJMuĤpmuV8JM&5
mBBMG6

AJ~J11!
, ~48!

whilst the nonzero diamagneticĤdm operator matrix ele-
ments can be found, by applying Eqs.~18!, ~32! and Table I,
as

^VJMuĤdmuV8JM&

5Kdm

B2h21
2

1

AJ~J11!
F2J~J11!13M2

~2J21!~2J13! G . ~49!

Note that for the 1u
2;0u

2 case the interaction matrix ele-
ments^VJMuĤpmuV8J61M & disappear.

Putting the expressions obtained into Eq.~15! and taking
into account the fact that the rovibronic matrix elements of
intramolecular interaction can be described by Eqs.~25!–
~27!, we arrive at final expressions in explicit form:

GM
hom~1u

2;1u
6!>2pu^vJueJ&u2FVhom

2 2
2mBBMVhomGz

J~J11!
1

mB
2B2Gz

2

2 H 12S 4M2

J~J11!
2

3~4M221!

~2J21!~2J13!
D J

12KdmB
2VhomH h001S h221h20S 12

3

J~J11! D D J~J11!23M2

~2J21!~2J13! J G[Cv
22

2BMCvav

J~J11!
1
B2av

2

2 F1
2S 4M2

J~J11!
2

3~4M221!

~2J21!~2J13! D G12B2CvH bv
~0!1Fbv

~1!1bv
~2!S 12

3

J~J11! D G J~J11!23M2

~2J21!~2J13! J , ~50!
GM
het~1u

2;0u
2!>2pF ^vJueJ&U2H 2h2J~J11!

~2mRc
2!2

1
2mBBMhG6

2mRc
2 1

mB
2B2M2G6

2

2J~J11!
2
KdmB

2hh21
2mRc

2 S 3M22J~J11!

~2J21!~2J13! D J
[2Cv

2J~J11!12CvavBM1
av
2B2M2

2J~J11!
2bv

~3!CvB
2S J~J11!23M2

~2J21!~2J13! D , ~51!

whereu^vJueJ&u
2 are the Franck–Condon densities~FCD!, Rc

is the crossing point of the two potential curves, see Fig. 1,
bv
( i ) are the diamagnetic PD constants,Vhom andh[hhet are

the electronic parts of the matrix elements of homogeneous
and heterogeneous intramolecular interactions, respectively.
It is important that all these parameters are independent of
M , B, andJ in explicit form. We have passed in the second

part of Eqs.~50! and ~51! to the following traditional nota-
tions:Cv is the natural PD constant,

Cv
hom5A2p^vJueJ&Vhom, Cv

het5A2p^vJueJ&
h

2mRc
2 ,

~52!

whilst av is the constant of paramagnetic PD,
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av
hom5A2p^vJueJ&mBGz , av

het5A2p^vJueJ&mBG6 .
~53!

It can be easy seen that the relations obtained are consistent
with the general expression given by Eq.~20!. From Eqs.
~50! and~51! one can also conclude that forJ@1 the contri-
bution intoGM of the term describing interference between
natural and magnetic PD, which is proportional toCvav and
linear overBM, is negligible in the case of homogeneous PD
when compared to the case of heterogeneous PD. This can be
explained by the presence of the factor 1/[J(J11)] in Eq.
~50!, as distinct from Eq.~51!.

Let us now try to estimate the values ofCv , av , andbv
( i )

parameters in Eqs.~50!–~53! for the case ofB1u
2 state PD in

Te2. We will start with FCDu^vJueJ&u
2 evaluation based on

Morse shape approximation of 0u
2 and 1u

6 potential curves
responsible for the PD. In doing so, we have used vibrational
constantve values given in Ref. 16 for3Pu ,

3Su
1, and3Du

states. The anharmonic constantvexe values were estimated
from the knowledge of electronic Te2 terms for these states,
as well as from the3P21

3P2 dissociation limit. The equilib-
rium internuclear distanceRe values for the states under dis-
cussion were chosen in the way to provide the condition that
intersections of the respective 0u

2 and 1u
6 potential curves

with the repulsive branch of the RKRB1u
6 state potential

curve are taking place at reasonableRc values, namely
2.6 Å < Rc , Re

B1u which correspond to the Mulliken’s
c2-type PD.23 The energy-normalized vibrational wave func-
tions ueJ&, belonging to continuum spectrum, were calculated
by numeric solving of Eq.~24!. As a result, the following
FCD estimations were obtained: 1024–1026 l/cm21 for
B1u

2;0u
2 PD and 1026–1028 l/cm21 for B1u

2;1u
6 PD. The

\2/2mRc
2 value is of the order of 0.1 cm21. Since the natural

PD rate of the level can not exceed its reciprocal lifetime
tvJ

21, which is given in Table II, one can easy obtain the
following estimations of natural PD rates upper limits:
uCv

hetu < 60 s21/2 andCv
hom < 103 s21/2. Let us also suppose

that theh21 values entering Eq.~50! do not exceed 102 a.u.,
while the values ofGz andG6 are of the order of one a.u.
Then we arrive at the following estimations:av

hom

> 102–103 s21/2 T21, av
het > 103–104 s21/2 T21, bv

(0)<102

s21/2 T22, bv
(1)>bu

(2)<1 s21/2 T22, bv
(3)<1022 s21/2 T22.

Thus, if our electronic parameter estimations are correct, we
can well neglect the diamagnetic term contribution intoGM ,
see Eqs.~50! and~51!, as it had been done in the case ofEM

calculations.
Let us pass to PD signals simulations. Figure 6 demon-

strates the circularity signals caused exclusively by PD ef-
fect, or byGMM8 contribution. Calculations were performed
by using the above estimated values ofCv andav for either
heterogeneous~curve 1! or homogeneous~curve 2! PD. The
calculations are made by putting Eq.~50! or Eq.~51!, respec-
tively, into expression~3! for GMM8, which enters Eqs.~8!–
~10!, under assumption thatvMM8 is independent ofM ,
which means that we neglectB2 terms in Eq.~44! or, equiva-
lently, we neglectvMM8 contribution into AOC. As it can be
seen, the heterogeneous PD produces a pronounced disper-
sion type circularity signal, whereas the AOC signal pro-

duced by homogeneous PD is almost nonobservable.
It is interesting to trace the PD manifestation in wideB

range Hanle signalsP(B), see Fig. 3. Curves 4 and 5 in Fig.
3 demonstrate the distortion of Lorentz’s shape Hanle signal,
which is caused by magnetic PD only, that is when theB2

terms are neglected invMM8 calculations. It seams that the
remaining nonzero degree of polarization at largeB values,
see curves 4 and 5, is caused by suchGMM8 growing withB
which does not change much thevMM8/GMM8 ratio. The
most interesting is theP(B) behavior in the case when all
effects are taken into account, see curve 3 in Fig. 3. As it was
checked from theEM pattern calculation, the pronounced
signal broadening inB range of ~143! T, see curve 3, is
caused by numerous overlapping nonzero field crossings of
magnetic sublevelsM ,M62 with 96.uM u.6. Starting from
uBu>3 T, the nonzero field crossings for each particular
uM u<6 value become quite distinguishable, which is under-
standable for two reasons. First, the absorption–emission
cross sections forP-, R-type molecular transitions have
maximal values nearM50.12,21 Second, the level crossing
peaks foruM u<6 are much better separated since they occur
at largestuBu for the smallestuM u values, see Eq.~19!. Of
course, such crossings, produced by the influence of qua-
dratic Zeeman energy terms, can be slightly distinguished
also on curve 2, see Fig. 3, possessing, however, much
smaller amplitude because of fast coherence destruction. It is
thus clear that the nonzero magnetic field level crossing sig-
nals are pronounced so well in the case depicted by curve 3
due to the ‘‘delay’’ in P(B) diminution, which occurs be-
cause magnetic PD shows the tendency to increaseGMM8
with B growing.

The role ofGMM8 contribution in wideB range AOC
signals is demonstrated by curves 3–5 in Fig. 4, which are
calculated using the same parameters as in the case of analo-
gous curves in Fig. 3. The most interesting is the behavior of
curve 3, which is calculated accounting for all effects in

FIG. 6. Comparison of AOC signals in fluorescence circularityC(B) caused
by heterogeneous~curve 1! and homogeneous~curve 2! PD, calculated with
maximalCv , av values, namelyCv

hom5u Cv
hetuA2J(J11) > 8.23 103 s21/2,

av
hom5 103 s21/2 T21,Cv

het5 260 s21/2, av
het5 104 s21/2 T21. Geometry and

other parameters are the same as in Figs. 4 and 5.
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vMM8 andGMM8 and demonstrates the appearance of addi-
tional maxima caused byGMM8 contribution, having opposite
signs with respect to the maxima caused byB2 terms in
vMM8. It can be also seen that the nonzero field level cross-
ings do not manifest themselves in theC(B) signal, as dis-
tinct from theP(B) dependence. Curves 4 and 5 are calcu-
lated neglecting the HFT contribution invMM8. Since curve
4, obtained by accounting for both heterogeneous and homo-
geneous PD, almost coincides with curve 5, in which only
heterogeneous PD was taken into account, the role of homo-
geneous PD is negligible. This result is in consistence with
Fig. 6 and its discussion.

Since the PD-induced AOC leads to opposite signC(B)
signal when compared to the quadratic Zeeman effect, see
Fig. 4, it looked promising to fit experimental data, given in
Fig. 5, by accounting simultaneously for both nonlinear Zee-
man effect and magnetic PD. If one neglects the homoge-
neous PD effect, it is possible to obtain simultaneously three
parameters fromC(B) data fitting, namely: the electronic
matrix elementG6 of paramagnetic Zeeman Hamiltonian
defined by Eq.~30!, the rate constantav

het of paramagnetic
heterogeneous PD, and the rate constantCv

het of natural het-
erogeneous PD. The best fitting was obtained atG652.7,
Cv
het5 66 s21/2andav

het5 79 3 103 s21/2 T21, see curve 38
in Fig. 5. It is however impossible to judge about the signs of
Cv
het and av

het separately except that their signs have to be
opposite. Comparison of curve 38 with the curve 3, which
was calculated by including into calculation the estimated
upper limits of homogeneous PD parametersCv

hom5 103 s21/2

and av
hom 5 103 s21/2 T21, confirms that accounting for

B1u
2;1u

6 PD practically does not imply the fitting.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The effect of AOC is an exclusively sensitive tool to
investigate the quadratic terms both in Zeeman energy shifts
~vMM8 contribution! and magnetic PD~GMM8 contribution!.
The above effects produce large enough fluorescence circu-
larity signalC(B) under linear polarized excitation, which
disappears completely when the quadratic terms are absent.
It should be stressed that the conventional Hanle effect,
which is observed via changes of the degree of linear polar-
ization P(B), is almost insensitive to the presence of both
quadratic Zeeman energy shift terms and magnetic PD ef-
fects in the experimentally applied region ofB, as it can be
seen from Fig. 7. Indeed, the experimentalP(B) data can be
equally well described by the simplest Lorentz shape depen-
dence and by the dependence accounting for all above-
mentioned effects, see curves 1 and 3 in Fig. 7.

Since the influence ofvMM8 andGMM8 produce circular-
ity signals of different sign and shape, see Fig. 4, thevMM8
and GMM8 contributions can be easy separated, in the pro-
cessing ofC(B) data, at least at certain dynamic parameters
of the states under study. ThevMM8 contribution allows, in
particular, to determine the electronic matrix elementG6 of
magnetic field induced heterogeneousuV2V8u51 interaction
which, in its turn, is connected with the electronic matrix ele-
ment h of electron–rotationV, V8 state mixing, see Eqs.

~27! and~30!. TheGMM8 contribution studies yield new pos-
sibilities in investigating PD phenomena. First of all, it is
quite surprising that the characteristic additional maxima
produced by PD contribution intoC(B) signal allow to
judge, from the first glance, about the heterogeneous type of
PD. And, what is more, it is possible to determine separately,
from one fit, both the constantCv

het of natural PD and the
constantav

het of magnetic PD. As it is known from I2
studies,8–10 due to the interference termavCv it is possible
to determine very weak natural PD rateCv . Also in the case
of 130Te2 B1u

2 state we obtainedCv
hetJ(J11)>6.73105

s21, which is only about 8% of the full relaxation rate
G58.553106 s21 for v52~96! level.

As it can be seen from Eqs.~52! and ~53!, it is possible
to use the PD parametersCv

het5 66 s21/2, av
het5 79 3 103

s21/2 T21, obtained for theB1u
2 state of Te2, in order to

evaluate the ratio of electronic matrix elementshv
het[ h and

G6 :

av
het

Cv
het>

A2p^vue&mBG6

A2p^vue&~h/2mRc
2!

52mRc
2mB

G6

h
. ~54!

Using the evaluated\2/(2mRc
2)>0.1 cm21 value and taking

mB50.467 cm21 T21, one obtains, by applying Eqs.~27! and
~30!, the followingG6/h value:

G6

h
5
glJa61~gs2gl !S6

Ja6

>11
S6

Ja6
>

av
het

Cv
het2mRc

2mB
>23.23102. ~55!

The fact thatG6/h ratio is so large means that almost com-
plete cancellation ofL6 andS6 takes place. Indeed, since
Ĵa6 5 L̂6 1 Ŝ6 , Eq. ~55! yieldsL6>21.0031S6 . Hence,
for B1u

2 state of Te2 the values of electronic matrix elements
L6 and S6 almost coincide, being opposite in signs. This

FIG. 7. Fitting of experimentally obtained Hanle signals in degree of linear
polarizationP(B). Geometry, parameter values and curve numbering are the
same as in Fig. 3. 1—Lorentz shape signal; 3—the signal accounting for all
effects.
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striking point was observed also for theB 3P0
u
1 state of I2

molecule,10 where the ratioL6>21.0435S6 was obtained.
Let us try to trace how the results of PD studies by

magnetic AOC are consistent with other data about dynamic
characteristics ofB1u

2 state in Te2 molecule. An interesting
possibility to obtain some indirect information about PD
based on global deperturbation analysis~GDA! was consid-
ered in Ref. 15. In particular, the experimentally measured28

transition moment dependence on internuclear distanceR al-
lowed us to evaluate the ‘‘pure’’ spontaneous lifetime values
tsp
est of the level, see the last column of Table II. From com-
parison of these values with the effective lifetimestsp

exp of
Table II which were directly measured,27 one can arrive at
the following conclusions. First, as it can be seen from the
table,tsp

exp exhibits faster decrease withv for theB1u
2 com-

ponent than for theB1u
1 one, which allows one to suppose

the existence of an additional channel for theB1u
2 state de-

cay. Second, theB1u rovibronic v(J) level energies practi-
cally coincide forv58~70! and 5~131! states, being equal to
1315.66 and 1313.58 cm21, respectively. Then, if only ho-
mogeneousc2-type PD, which isJ independent, would take
place, one had to expect almost equal PD rates for both lev-
els. However, as it can be seen from Table II,t8~70!

exp !t5~131!
exp .

If one supposes that the heterogeneousB1u
6 state PD takes

place viaB1u
1;2u

1 interaction, then the PD rate for the
5~131! level had to be ca. 131/70 times larger then the one
for the 8~70! level, which also disagrees with experimental
data. Hence, the only PD mechanism, which is consistent
with tv(J)

exp measurements, is that only theB1u
2 state predis-

sociates heterogeneously, whereas theB1u
1 state does not.

And this is possible only ifB1u
2;0u

2 PD takes place, which
is in complete consistence with the data obtained from mag-
netic AOC studies, see Sec. V.

It is worth to mention that only the simplest PD mecha-
nism, namely the direct predissociation, was considered in
the present investigation. In the situation of quite dense state
pattern, which is the case for Te2 molecule, one cannot ex-
clude the influence of indirect~or accidental! PD,19 which
takes place via an intermediate state. Due to this fact, as well
as because of the restricted amount of experimental data, we
do not pretend our analysis of PD mechanisms in (B1u

2)Te2
to be complete. Nevertheless, the general features of AOC
phenomenon, caused by simultaneous effect of magnetic
field induced energy shift and changes in PD rate, which
were revealed in the present work, will not change with
elaboration of PD mechanisms. It is worth to mention that
the nonlinear terms both inEM and in GM magnetic field
dependencies occur also under more precise, nonperturbative
treatment, which has to be applied at largeB values.
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